The Power of Eigenstuff

Hey man, what you up to?

Uh.. just reading a comic

Ooh lemme see! Wait!

It's a dark, stormy night, and our heroes are patrolling the streets.

Suddenly, a voice cries out in the darkness

It's a poor innocent shape being threatened by a transformation matrix!

You'll never look the same again!!

Not on our watch!!

Once I align with this young square, I can preserve his shape!

And once that's done, I'll take care of the scaling!

Aw man! You may have foiled my plans today, but I'll be back!

Don't worry little square. You're safe now.

ETH broke you man...

*Note: this is pretty oversimplified, also you would need like two vectors to make a square, not just one. But it would be a bit much to have three superheroes in this story :)
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